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SWISS (EURO) - BANGLADESH DEMOCRACY & H U M A N RIGHTS W A T C H 

Intervened by: M. A. Rashid 

Agenda Item 6:- Other Matters: 
a) Cooperation with other United Nations bodies in the sphere of Indigenous issues; 
b) Follow-up to the World Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination, 

Xenophobia and Related Intolerance; 
c) Review of activities undertaken under the International Decade of the World 's 

Indigenous People; 
d) State of the Voluntary Funds; 
e) The draft United Nations declaration on the rights of indigenous peopies(update); 
0 The human rights situation of indigenous peoples in States and territories 

threathened with extinction for environmental reasons. 

Honorable Chairman, distinguished delegates, member of the civil societies ladies and 

As human being - a member of The Species, our duty and purposes was, is and will be to built 
our civilization by our efforts, where we would not be scapegoat of ill motives of other. Our 
dream aspiration, hope & love, struggle & search, efforts, inventions, agreements, development 
and advancements have been perturbed, hindered and even some time destroyed in the name of 
religions, race, colour, sex, language, religion, politics, or, other opinion, national or social 
origin, property, birth or other status, more recently in the form of national boundary of a 
territory, the North-South division, national interests, reservation of some values, and more 
distinctly and dangerously the concept of domination by any or all forms of the above one form 
over other have created the man made Human Rights violation and discrimination of equal 
protection of law through out the world to the same peoples by other as minorities, indigenous 
peoples, and other opinion, which are the violation of The Universal Declaration of the Human 
Rights. 

Mr. Chairman, 
We spell out our concern over the gross human rights violation in almost every country of the 
world including Bangladesh as mentioned by civil societies, N G O S ' , E.U. and Japanese delegate 
during this session 6 0 t h session of the Commission on Human Rights. Let me define a sad and 
ugly story about indigenous peoples in Bangladesh. 
Over two decades there were arms conflicts between Chittagong Hills Tracts tribes and 
government forces of Bangladesh. That conflicts buried by a peace agreement is called "The 
Chittagong Hills Tracts accord 1997 signed by the Government of Bangladesh, led by Sheikh 
Hasina and Parbatya Chattagram Jana Sanghati Samiti(PCJSS), led by J, B. Larma. This accord 
was supported acclaimed by world community including the UN, neighbour states, tribal and 
non-tribal citizen of Bangladesh and awarded by UNESCO Houpet-Felix Boigny Peace Award 
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in 1999 received by the then Prime Minister of Bangladesh, Sheihkl Hasina. Returned of 65,000 
tribal refugees and surrendered their arms and get back in normal lite was chalienged by the 
present Government of Bangladesh, led by Bangladesh Nationalist Party(BNP) and Jamat-R-
Islami(Jamat) coalition is the major sources of expansion of fundamentalist forces in Bangladesh. 
But it was a successful peace accord with the Indigenous Peoples in recent history might be 
attracted other nations to follow the lead. 
Since the controversial Last General Election of October 2001, world civil societies, NGOS ' and 
the commission have been witnessing a new and frightening dimension of this menace o f - that 
of extrajudicial killings, violence on women and children, persecution on Indigenous Peoples 
and religious Minorities and extreme forms of repression, torture and killing of political 
opponents too. 

Mr. Chairman, 
The facts and issues certainty unveil the ugly pictures of human rights violation in 
Bangladesh as following: 

i) Killings of Indigenous Jammu Peoples August 2003, Garos May 2004, and other; 
ii) Blazing the homes of 350 Jammu within 14 villages; 
iii) Temples and Statues of Lord Buddha have been demolished and taken away in some 

cases for selling. 
iv) Detention, arbitrary arrest, severe repression and torture to the indigenous peoples. 
v) Absence of rule of law and perpetrators never brought to justice. 
vi) Land and properties have been seizing continuously. 
vii) Future of CHT peace accord(in 1997) at stake due to the present Government, led by 

Prime Minister Begum Khaleda Zia that her government is contemplating to review 
the peace treaty, which were not consistent with Constitution, said M K Anwar, 
Minister of Agriculture is the new sources of human rights violation to indigenous 
peoples; 

viii) Amnesty International is questing that why are there killing, raping women by law 
order inforcement agents and supporters of ruling BNP-Jamat coalition Government, 
and some 750 peoples have been abducted, 400 peoples dead, so that the situation is 
very tense, Mr. J. B. Larma, President of PCJSS, concerned it deeply and is 
demanding for implementing the peace accord folly. 

ix) Leader of the Opposition in Nation Parliament and previous Prime Minister, Sheikh 
Hasina observes fresh conspiracy against CHT Accord and urges the present 
Government to take necessary step of implementation peace accord for avoiding 
uncertainty and instability. 

Mr. Chairman, 
Alternative Policy inducement and Recommendation strategies to the conflict resolution 
are following: 

1. For Bangladesh, need to implement the Peace Accord of 1997 for bringing actual 
stability in tribal areas, so that the UNO, other UN bodies, NGOS ' and international 
communities must put pressure on present Government to ab ide the peace accord 
properly. 
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2. We urge the Commission on Human Rights to condemn the violation of human rights in 
Bangladesh and request to send a team for investigation as well as Special Rapporteur 
may visit Bangladesh to find out the causes of Gross Human Rights violation to the 
Indigenous Peoples notably. 

3. Naturally, mode of socio-economic life of indigenous people is agrarian, which to be 
induced by modern education, need to take part in the main stream of the civilization, 
commercialisation of theirtraditional product and services s u c h a s dance, clothing, 
handicrafts and other to be the tools to improve their lives economically and  
socially. 

4. Needs to changes their thinking pattern to catch up main stream citizen and they must 
think that they are the citizen of that very state and have the equal rights to take part in 
every activities. It is observed that Santa! tribes want to stay away from the modern  
mode of life and very Mpjffi.with a little. This condition should changed and 
[educed J > ^ . B r o v ^ ' n E tKorc facilities, increased purchasing power and haye.t9.build 
in new set of desires and inspirations for getting more opportunities in life, which 
theyjagk. 

5. Need to acquire organizational and management skil lgjo take J9P_re_respp_ngjfajjitjcs 
for the community and the state thereby, .reripce.thejr.inseca^ffi 
manage institutions and organization same as other is a confidence building 
approach. 

6. More honestly, the politics pf.tbe staters) and[international order must be based on 
Human Rights only thereby rule out the phenomena a o f national interests, 
reservation of the values in the name of a state,, re ligiqnSj, and etc. for cultivating the 
human rights in every day life. 

7. Needs to establish a secular and pluralistic society means practice of democracy. 
8. The universal declaration of human rights were, are, wiil be established and monitored 

collectively with changes and advancement of our civilization without ail sort of 
discriminations to the indigenous peoples, and the other opinion. 

9. State(s), any association or other actors must not finance (he fundamentalist forces for 
expanding their bases. 

10. Finally, need to create a collective bodyf or syndicate, forum) of all indigenous  
peoples around the world as ultimate pressure group to address their causes and full  
fill their dreams and inspirations as the citizen of this planate and contributor of  
this civilization,. 

Thank you Mr. Chair, Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen. 
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